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1. Introduction, In 1844 B, de Saint-Venant proposed the
question whether on the surface, which is generated by the principal
normals of a curve, a second curve could be found whose principal
normals were the same straight lines*

This question was answered

by Joseph Louis Bertrand in 1850 when he demonstrated that the ruled
surfaces may be divided into four classes according as on a given
surface there is no curve, one, two or infinitely many curves whose
principal normals are generators of the surface.
had been anticipated by 0* Bonnet in 1848*

Some of these results

The pairs of curves with

common principal normals are known as Bertrand curves.
2*

The curves which will be studied in the following pages are

regular analytic space curves, and it will be assumed that neither the
curvature nor the tortion is identically equal to zero*

This restriction

will be removed in a section where certain limiting forma of Bertrand
curves will be considered*
The notation used is not the notation of the original papers,
since it seemed preferable to use the vector notation which is described
in Graustein* s Differential Geometry.

With the help of this notation

many of the proofs have been abreviated.

The theorem in section 14

was suggested by the one which precedes it.

1* Journal de Mathématiques, pp.5?2 - J50*
2* Journal de l'Ecole Polytechnique, pp. 155 - 156*
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Let C denote a curve which will be regarded as the locus
l

of a point, P,

with Cartesian coordinates ( x^, Xg»

).

The

curvature and tortion of G at P will be represented by the symbols
Bf* and T~* respectively; ;the direction cosines of the tangent,
principal normal and binomial at this point will be indicated by

A second curve, 0, which lies on the surface generated by the principal
normals of ©, and whose points may be put into a one-to-one reciprocal
correspondence with those of 0 will be represented by the same notation
with the addition of a bar over the symbols involved*

0

may be con¬

sidered to be the locus of the point Pt( Xp xg, x^ ) in which the
principal normal at P cuts G.

If r is the directed distance PF, G may

be represented by the vector equation,

(2*1*)

5*

-

x

TP

Assume that P and P

of section 2,
conjugate*

X

on G and G
Let

•

are corresponding points, in the sense

where G is a Bertrand curve and C is

its

& be the angle between the tangents at these corr¬

esponding points, the angle being measured from the tangent at P to the
tangent at P and which satisfies the condition, 0 <

&< TP * The

convention will also be adopted that the angle measured from the tangent
at P to the binormal at the same point is positive*

The following

nine relations between the direction cosines of the tangents, principal
normals and binormals at P and P may be obtained by projections

5
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where £ has the value 1 if the principal normals have the same
sense and the value -1 if they do not*

A simple computation shows

that
(5.2.)

(.*&?}
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that is the trihedrals at P and P have the same sense, and the
convention will be accepted that these trihedrals have the same sense
ae the coordinate axes so that it will be true at every point that
(5.5.)
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-

l.

4* ïheorem 4.1*(A.H.Curtis): --The angle»

&,

between the tangents

at corresponding points on two Bertrand curves. 0 and £, JJB constant*
Sines both r and s are functions of s, the are length of 0,
differentiation of the formulât
CATO 0

— (^l

with respect to s results in the relations
I

(4.1.) — -«A'W 0 ..a'

= («5I°0 + («104j>s» •

Application of the Frenet-Serret formulas to (4*1*) gives t:
W.2., -AUS.*; -

1* Journal de Ma.thématique a, 1856, p.229*
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Replacing o< and f
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by the values given in (3.1.) leads to

the conclusion that
/4AVI

Q-

—

&S

° *

and the implication that 0 is constant.
Theorem 4*2. If © and © are Bertrand curves, they cut off a
constant length, r, on their common principal normals.
Differentiating equation (2.1.) transforms it into the equations
«< . S5

t- {'"PS

-=. oC

+

and, when the Frenet-Serret formulas are used, it is found that
(4.5.)

1
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When the above equation is multiplied successively by the .vectors ©C ,
^3 , and 2T t the following equations are obtained t

( «(=<>• ss' =
( ÔT |

P)

•
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,

(_û\Tr).Js' ^ -(vhr)-^,
and these equations may be written in the form*
(4.4.)
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The second of the equations (4.4.) implies that r is constant.
Theorem 4.3. (B* Kiewenglowski

)t If a curve, C, is determined

by marking off a constant distance on the principal normals of another
curve, ©, and if the angle, @ , between the tangents at corresponding
points is constant, then © and © are Bertrand curves.
1. Comptes Rendus, 1877» £p. 594 - 398.
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Since
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is a constant, equation (4.2.) say be written in

the form

, —N

_t

-L ( /ST*) = ( * I & ‘ si "
and, since r is a constant, reference to equation (4,5*) shows that*

oc . 5s

(4.5.)

Eliminating ©C

-

(-fc)

-t

T

-7T

between the last two equations gives the result*
(<* | & - O.

Since only one perpendicular can be drawn to a line from an exterior
point, it follows that the curves 0 and C; are conjugate Bertrand
curves.

ïhis completes the proof of the theorem.

5. 5heorem( J.L.7. Bertrand); iTwo curves have common principal
normals if and only if there exists a linear relation with constant
coefficients between the curvature and the torsion of the one curve.
3he necessity of this condition is established immediately by
dividing the first equation of (4.4.) by the third and obtaining the
desired linear relation*
(5.1.)

JL

K

±

nr

1r
.-1

this condition is sufficient for it may be sol ved for R
stitution in (4.J.), since r is a constant, shows that*
(5.2.)

s

and sub¬

/

- (,o<c^■

—

Hence it follows that <X

6

-

and oi c.&>d —Yare parallel

vectors and, since they are also unit vectors,
_

(5.5.)

Hr

^ C( C430 £ — 2r /ftMl -9)-

Therefore
e

(5.4.)

T
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Thus and it follows that the curve, C, which is defined by
the equations (2.1.), has the same principal normals as C.

6.Theorem(W.Schell ):The product of the torsions of corresponding
points on two conjugate Bertrand curves is constant and the ratio of the
torfeiona is inversely proportional to the square of the ratio of the
arc elements.
Since the relation between two Bertrand curves is reciprocal,
& new formula may be obtained from each of those given above by exchang¬
ing corresponding elementsk. of 0 and © and by replacing r and Û by
-

t

T

and

-

respectively.

The following formula is obtained

ftrom the third equation of (4.4,)x
. • .•> _ *
(6.1.) V. Sj
-

r
=p >

and,when this equation is multiplied by the one from which it was derived,
and when it is divided by the original equation, the desired relations
are obtained:
<w.>

'

±/f "

1. Allgemeine Sheorie der Eurven doppelter Kriimmung, . 1859, p.78.
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The first of the equations (6.2. ) implies that the torsion, has the
same sign for both curves.

1

_

7»Theorem(A.Manriheint):

If P and P are corresponding points on

two conjugate Bertrand curves and if K and K denote their centers of
curvature, then the cross-ratio

(PPKK )

=

I / C49*# •

Prom the first formula of (4.4.) the corresponding formula,

(7*1.)

is determined

Û •

■=■

si

1

+

-=1

-^ul+ipWecf lay
and,when this equation is divided into the equation

from which it was derived, the following result is obtainedt

_R

/ R t- zr

(7.2.)

*-•"/

-R

Since the centers of curvature lie on the positive halves of the
principal normals, the above equation is equivalent to the following
relations

(7.5.)

O P KÏÏ)

-

~

and the proof of the theorem is complete.

8. The equation corresponding to equation (5.1.) is

i

r

Making use of equations (6.2.) and (5.1.) to express ¥

1. Journal de Mathématique s, 1872, p.4l3

in terms of

-

8
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R and r, the following explicit expression for the curvature of C

I!

*lh

nay be obtained:
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(8.2.)
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It nay be verified that the following formula for the torsion at
P holds:

- 2-fc—Ô

*T

-

(8.5.)
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It is found by putting the right hand side of equation (8.2.) on a
common denominator and substituting for sin^^?

the value which may

be determined from (5.1.) that

(84)
(

i

'

-

-£

■*"> - -r^R-r) .

R

tT'CR-^

Since the curvature is considered to be positive, it may be concluded
that

Z

- JL

if r is 1 ess than the quantity
ft T2,
R*- -t- TJ'

and that £ - —

J

if

r

is greater than the above expression.

9. Ihe Parametric Equations of a Bertrand Curve.

bet Q:( y^, y^#
*

) be an arbitrary point on the4spherical

indlcatrix of the binormals of Œ and 1 et <X~

be the are length of the

-

indieatrix.

9
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Bien, since the indieatrix lies on the unit sphere

with center at the origin, the following relations hold:
(9.1.) ( ^ I -7) -

(9.2.)

L-7^1-?^)

X.j

^

2_

Hirthermore)the coordinates of Q are equal to the direction cosines
of the binormal and, accordingly, it follows from the third formula
of (5*1.) that

(9*5.)

2L

^

+

à

^„

Since

reference to (6.1.) leads to the conclusion that

<9

(9.4.)

Upon differentiating (9.5►)» it is found that

(9*5.)

- rP

^

éâ)

,/s .

use being made of the Frenet-Serret formulas and relation (9.4.)*
With the help of formulas (9.5«) and (5.1.) the following formula
for oC nay be obtained: :

-
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fhe components of

£
9

10

-

+ <=< oe=?£7
+- ^ y
-f

Ô

£.

^

^ oor? ^

if nay now be

calculated from (9.3.) And the

components of y3 hare already been determined.
-

— <

7C,

-

+

•-

Furthermore,
I-

/r/

and hence

nc

(9.6.)

-f

f-

c^rt â- J -tfv
-<fr$ ^0"7

and this is a rector representation of the desired parametric equations
of IS,
If use is made of the equations (5»1.)> eq nation (9.6.) may
be written in the form: :

(9.7*)
where

-%

Ç

“=•

f J Ot o't.O

is defined by the equation

(9.8.)

10. Iheoremt

-

f

&

„

Any equation of the form (9.6»), where y is a

function of y- which satisfies conditions (S?.l.)and (9.2.) and where
r and
curve

$

, 0 /. ^>4 7T

»

are constants, . is the equation of. a Bertrand

-
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By successive differentiations of equations (9.1.) and (9.2.) it
may be shown that

hh<r-) a*-) '
y-yi-l-y-yr) - ~(-ÿl-?r) - + 2-,
=

^^
(10.1.) (•

The following formulae are obtained by differentiating equation (9.6.):
- *■ f'-ÿ
1/

(10.2.)

,
~lC XJ—

=

+ *■

*

j

-c h

- ir^ + r <^f«{
Two eases will now be considered.

^-^7
■0~7'j

It will be assumed in the first

instance that (y* * /1 y’1 ) is not equal to unity and it should be noted
r <r
that the formulas of (10.1.) show that it can not be equal to zero.
By making use of the relations of (10.1.) and (10.2.), the following
results may be verified:

^ if If v-l if~
(10.5*)

C 'i

)

~

K >

The constant, k, is defined by the equation
-y'

IC.

for, since y and y^.* are not null vectors, the vector is
• perpendicular to both of them, and equations (lO.l.) show that y*
is perpendicular to y and to y’*.

With the help of (lO.J.) it is

easy to establish the following relations:

■

12

( TC l
(-xi-lxj.) =
-

»-'('

-

r*~£*o -**£*))

-

- - t-2- Ql< * *■

Ç^xl

"

L.-Vr tC* - Z-^â)f]

<Xx^) =
and substitution in the left hand side of equation (5.1») results
in this identity:

ôC
'

t<

+

V-3CK

3

z

l<3 • h* c^<z & (|<-£ eo^K

. h* c^>c. 0~

*
T
From this result it follows that equation (9*6.) represents a Bertrand
curve if y*1 is not a unit vector*
•IT—

If yn is a unit vector, equations (10.1 •) show that y « -y*’#
and this leads to the conclusion that both

<-

y'ivhi*}

and

are equal to zero.

^

i

-y*~

The following values nay then be calculated:

(-*4-1-xj.) - hij

L ~tlr iC'i- cJt*f

>

and it nay be verified that these values satisfy (5*1.) identically.
The proof of the theorem is completes
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11, This section will be devoted to a brief outline of certain
/■

material, taken from L. Bianchi*s Vorleaungen Uber Differentialgeometrie.
which will be required later.
Consider a ruled surface, S, whose directrix is denoted by
C, and let P:( x^, be an arbitrary point on ©.

The direction

cosines of the generator passing through P are
is the directed distance from P to a point, Q:( x^,
generator.

&

ad u

Xj), on this

The quantities x^» x^ , , and u are all functions of

▼, the are length of G measured from a fixed point on ©•

The equation

of S may be written in the forms
(1 1.1.) x

s

x + § u.

Set
(11.2.) ( V|

^t
($ l

^'TT)

(S^.|Vv)
-

» IT,

and

cos w;

iî, N and w, the angle of inclination of the generator to the directrix
measured from the directrix to the generator, are functions of ▼,
With the help of the definitions (11.2.), it may be shown
that the square of the line element of the surface has the forms
ds^

a

du^ +• 2 cos w,du dv

*t" (M^u^ + 2Ku + l)dv^.

The equation of the line of striction is
(11.54 1- K

- 0,

and If H is equal to zero, the directrix is the line of striction.
When such is the case, and if a new parameter
V

1

=

^ H dw

is introduced, the equation giving the square of the line element
becomes
(11.4.)

ds2

■

du2 ■+• 2 cos w du dv-L +M

( u2 + b2 ) dvf,
*

where b is equal to the reciprocal of It and hence is function of v^*
The formula for the total curvature is
(11.5.)
where

^

-Â

iJ

t

. .

It may also be shown that
X
z

^

(11.6*)

- N )

JL

rv
and that
[
(U.7.)

K' C4TO

uj

—T
\»

/JUMV

to

In the formula (11.7. Î, cr*

-I
CJOT=>

sr~

^ Ml-N*

is the angle between the osculating plane

to the curve and the tangent plane to the surface at P*

The last

three formulas hold whether the line of striction is the directrix
or not; this also explains the two consistent definitions for b.

-
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12* Theorem^E-Laguerre):tWhen an hyperboloid of revolution
of one sheet Is deformed continuously

Into another ruled surface,

the circle of gorge becomea a Bertrand curve and the generators are
parallel to the corresponding blnormals of the conjugate Bertrand
curve.

Consider the hyperboloid of revolution of one sheet,

which is generated by revolving the hyperbola,

s 1,

2
*1

2
2

-

+

8

C,

If the circle of gorge,

about its conjugate axis.
-

^2

e2, Xj = 0,

=

z

is taken as the directrix, the equations of the surface nay be written
in the following form:
= - K

(12.1.)

TC*

-

Td -j,

CO

X

•=•

u)

C'vSfu,) +■

co ,

“■ >

uo

l*-,

,

where k and w are constants defined by the equations:
©

a k COt W,

dak.

1. Bulletin des Sciences Mathématiques et Astronomiques, 1371» p.231
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Define x^ and

(12.2,)

15

by the equations:

o
3
Os

•n.

003

•

cO

/<UM.

-4AV\.

* os

J

CA> .

It may be verified readily that the first three equations of (12.2.)
are the equations of the circle of gorge expressed in terms of the
parameter, v, and the last three equations give the values of the direction
cosines of the generators.
If the value of S is calculated, it will be found to be zero,
indicating that the line of gorge is the line of striction.

If the

value of the cosine of the angle between the generators and the line of
striction is calculated, using the third formula of (11.2.), it will
be found to be equal to cos w.

Hence w is the angle in question.

It

may also be verified that
-'SÎX--1A. UÔ

K
It should be noted that, since c and d are both positive, w can not be
equal to ninety degrees.

Hence the square of the line element may be

written in the form

(12,5.)

ds^

s

du^ -j-

2 cos w
M.

if a change, which has been indicated in section 11, is made in the

-

parameter.
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Thus the hyperboloid of revolution of one sheet may be

deformed continuously into any ruled surface for which

w is not equal

to ninety degree and which has the same functions b and II occurring in
the coefficients of the expression for the square of the line element.
In particular, the line of striction of the one surface will become the
1 ine of striction of the other surface, the generators will go over
into generators and they will have the same constant inclination to the
line of striction.

Bms the line of striction is a geodesic and the

total curvature of the line of striction,

KQ,

will be a constant which

may be found from formula (11.5.) to be equal to the reciprocal of -b2.
Upon substituting the values found for It and N in formula (11.7.)
and noting that

is equal to ninety degrees, since in the case of

the hyperboloid of revolution of one sheet the line of striction is a plane
curve, it will be found that the equation reduces to the relation:

(12.4.)

cos w
,
H

sin w
R

a

sin
k

w ,

and, since this is a linear relation between the curvature and torsion
of the curve into which the circle of gorge was transformed, it follows
that the curve is a Bertrand curve.
The above equation may be written in the form

(12.5.)

sin

(90°- w)
R

«

(90°- w)
ï

cos

a

sin ( 90°k tant90

w) ,
w)

showing that the angle between the tangents at corresponding points on
9

the conjugate Bertrand curves is equal to

90 - w.

The generators make

-
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an angle, w, with the tangents on the original Bertrand curve and
hence are parallel to the binomals at the corresponding points on
the conjugate Bertrand curve.

15. Bieorem: Every ruled surface which has a Bertrand curve
as its line of striction, and which is applicable to a hyperboloid
of revolution of one sheet is generated by lines parallel to the
binormals at the corresponding points on the conjugate Bertrand curve.

This theorem is an immediate consequence of the preceding
one, for, since the ruled surface is applicable to a hyperboloid of
revolution of one sheet, the hyperboloid is applicable to the ruled
surface and the line of striction on the one goes into the line of
striction on the other.

Application of theorem 12 then establishes

the proposition.

14. Theorem: _If a ruled surface has a Bertrand curve as its
indicatrice and its generators are parallel to the binomials at the
corresponding points on the conjugate Bertrand curve, then the indlcatrix
is the line of striction and the ruled surface is applicable to a
hyperboloid of revolution of one sheet.

If the equation of the indicatrice is

X

a

x(v) ,

where v is the arc length of the indicatrix and the direction cosines

-
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of the generators are ~£pr)» ^ (TO ,'3^-irJ, then it may be verified
that.

u

(14.1.)
since ft - 2.

-

•

Thus the indicatrix is the line of striction.

Furthermore,
ooo uo

~

-C^l°0

- ^^Cc(où-B).

This last equation leads to the conclusion that w is not equal to
ninety degrees since

9 is not equal to zero.

Hence it follows

from section 12 that the ruled surface is applicable to a hyperboloid
of revolution of one sheet.

15, Theorem(S.Monge^) t
Bertrand curve.

A curve of constant curvature is a

The conjugate Bertrand curve is the locus of the

center of curvature of the original Bertrand curve and it is also»
a curve of constant curvature,
A curve of constant curvature is certainly a Bertrand curve
since the equation:
1

z

constant

R

is a specialized form of the equation (5,1,) and comparison of the two
equations shows that cos $■ » 0, and R ■ r. The second relation

U WrK, Tii-'is Me

»

«■?*f > ?

rsi

-
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demonstrate3 that the conjugate Bertrand curve is the locus of the
center of curvature of the original Bertrand curve while the first
relation furnishes evidence for the conclusion that the tangent and
the binormal of the conjugate Bertrand curve are parallel respectively
to the binormal and tangent of the original curve of constant curvature#
From equation (8.4*), it follows that

(15.1.)

Î

:

-£l

•

-

Since R. and R are both considered to be positive, £_ must be equal to
- 1.

Hence the principal normals of the two Bertrand curves have

opposite sense and the one Bertrand curve is the conjugate of the other#

16#

Theorem* Pie edge of regression of the polar developable

of a curve of constant curvature is the conjugate Bertrand curve#

The polar developable of a curve is the locus of the polar
lines which are in turn the characteristics of the family of normal
planes to the curve.

It is well known that in this ease the locus of

the centers of the osculating spheres is the edge of regression.

Upon

substituting in the formula,

(16.1.)

2

A

.

2

R

-t- T2^*2,

for the radius, A, of the osculating sphere, it is seen that A is equal
to R.

This leads to the conclusion that the eenter of the osculating

sphere is also the center of the osculating circle and hence it follows

-
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that tha locus of the centers of the osculating spheres is the
conjugate Bertrand curve of the curve of constant curvature.

17.

The parametric equations of a curve of constant curvature,

provided the curvature is not equal to zero, are

(17.10

ic

R

j

where y is a vector function of
conditions (9*1.) and (9.2.).

which satisfies both of the
Conversely, every set of such equations,

where y is a function of <7— satisfying these conditions, are the
equations of a curve of constant curvature.
The equations were obtained by setting cos

f

equal to zero,

and r equal to B, in the set of equations (9.6.), and the proposition
follows from the theorems of sections 9 and 10.

In the case where the

curvature is equal to zero, the curve of constant curvature is a straight
line.

18.

In this section certain limiting cases of a Bertrand curve,

C, will be considered.

18.1. If the torsion and curvature of 0 and the angle between
the tangents at corresponding points on the two Bertrand curves are all
equal to zero, then it follows from equation (5.1.) that the original
Bertrand curve is a straight line and it has an infinitude of conjugates
since the value of r is arbitrary.
lines parallel to the original curve.

Basse conjugates will be straight

-

18.2.
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If the torsion and curvature of the original Bertrand

curve are both equal to zero and the angle between the tangents at
corresponding points of © and of its conjugate, ©, is not equal to
zero, then the conjugate Bertrand curve is a curve at infinity.

18*5» If the curvature is equal to a constant and not equal to
zero and if the torsion is equal to zero, all this for the curve 0,
and if the angle between the tangents at corresponding points on © and
©

is equal to zero, then the value of r is arbitrary and 0 is a circle

with an infinitude of conjugate curves , namely, the circles with the
same center as ©.

18.4. If the curvature of © is equal to a constant and the torsion
is equal to zero, but the angle between the tangents at corresponding
points on the two curves is not equal to zero, then r is equal to R
and the conjugate circle is a point circle and is indeed the center of ©.

18.5. If the torsion

of © is equal to zero and the curvature of

C is not constant, then © is a plane curve and there is an infinitude
of conjugate curves which are the involutes of the evolute of ©.

18.6. If the torSion of © is a constant not equal to zero, the
curvature can not be equal to zero, and, if the curvature is constant,
then C is a circular helix, the conjugates of © are infinite in number
and are circular helices.

Both the given helix and the circular helices

conjugate to it are traced on circular cylinders with a common axis.

25

18.7»

If neither the torsion nor the curvature of

0

are

constant, but their ratio is constant, then O' ia a cylindrical helix
and its conjugate is at infinity.

Propositions 18,6, and 18,7, depend upon the theorems
of sections 19» 20, and 21,

19, Theorem: The curves, the ratio of whose curvature and
torsion is constant, are helices which cut all the generators of a
cylinder at a constant angle.

Denote the value of the ratio of the curvature and torsion
by the letter c.

Then, dividing the first of the Frenet-Serret

formulas by the third and integrating, it is found that

04

(19.1.)

— O.

‘2T K

where k is a vector with components kp k^,
equation by

Multiplication of this

results in the formula,

(19.2.)

(

I K)

~

1 •

Put through each point of the given curve a straight line which is
parallel to the vector k.

Then formula (19,2.) affirms that the curve

cuts these lines, which generate a cylinder, at a constant angle, and
hence, by definition, the curve is a cylindrical helix.

20, Theorems

A circular helix is the only twisted Bertrand

curve which has more than one conjugate Bertrand curve, and it has
infinitely many.

-

If the Bertrand curve,

0,

24
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has a second conjugate Bertrand

curve, then it satisfies a second relation of the form*

~

1
(20.1.)

I

t-'

7-

and,since T”^ is not equal to zero, the equations (5.1.) and (20.1.)
may be solved, and it will be found that R"* and IT* are constants.
But then infinitely many relation efthe form

(20.1.) exist fpr,wnen

a value ha» been assigned to r, a value may be calculated for

21. Iheorem*

0

•

If the curvatafrre and torsion of a Bertrand curve

are not constant but have a constant ratio.then the Bertrand curve is
a_ cylindrical" helix and its conjugate la at infinity.

Since the curvature and torsion of the Bertrand curve have
a constant ratio, a relation exists between them of the form* :

JL

(21.1.)

R

c

o

Consider this equation and the equation (5.1. ).

.

they are consistent

so it follows that the coefficient matrix of the two equations has the
same rank as the augmented matrix of the equations.

Since

R

* and

Ir*' are no t constants, it follows that the row rank of the coefficient
matrix is equal to one.

these matrices may be reduced to the following

row- equivalent matrices*:

(21.2.)

I

I

O

O

-
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Since the coefficient matrix has its row rank equal to one, it
follows that cot $

is equal to cot

Q

1

, and, since the two matrices

have the same rank, this leads to the conclusion that

is equal

to zero.

curvature and the curve,

jL®

constant torsion, and if such _a

correspondence exists between the points of the two curves that the
tangents at corresponding points are parallel, then the locus, £, of
the points vfaich divide in a constant ratio the segments joining the
corresponding points la a Bertrand curve.

If Cj has zero curvature,then the theorem follows Immediately
since Cj is then a straight line and ©2 must be a straight line parallel
to C^.

Accordingly, it will be assumed in the rest of the proof that

©1 is not of zero eurvature.

ing points on ©^ and ©2 respectively, and let Pt( xj, Xg, x^) be the
point which divides the directed line segment Pjl>2
m^ to ntg*

Ihe relation between the coordinates of these three pointe

is given by the equationas

■t.

the ratio of

£01

^

p-

-
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(0 A(i>
Multiplying the rector equation (22.2.) successively by << , ,
.to

and

7f

leads to the relations:

(22.5.)

c -vw,
C

C *<£01 ) •
I ^O 1

t<* i r0'; --

\

~

^ + ~*l

s, }

o

Differentiating the last two equations of (22.5*) with respect to
s^ and making use of the Frenet- Serret formulas results in the
equations

-i- C (3 f 3
(22.4.)

-k c
Furthermore BT*

?

I

- -t, C-< I

vl“')

•

<

-

- O,

- •

can not be equal to zero, for if it were, it would

follow from the second equation of (22.4.), since it has been assumed
-1
that fij, is not equal to zero, that the rector <=< was perpendicular
to the rector ©<uï while the last two equation of (22.5.) show that
o<

is parallel to the same vector.

It is thus implied by the

second equation of (22.4.) that the rector^

is perpendicular to the

rector If °* and, since the third equation of (22*5.) shows that
also perpendicular to
to

M)
~€

it may be concluded that

Since it has already been shown that c<

o<1^ , it follows that Ç>

,iO

is equal to (^l ' .

is

is equal

is equal to

Substituting these values

in the first equation of (22.5.) and differentiating the equation

(fi I
with respect to s^ leads to the equations:
+- -m,

—

(22.5.)

I
X

5'
S.

“ û.
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It may be found by calculation, since
that

j

TT

is equal to

/

-

<K(

^•

“ " ^‘

and, when this relation is applied to the second equation of (22.5.),
it is discovered that

(22*6.) 4p’5s#

^

Ta-

l

s,

~°^

while the first equation of (22.4.) may be written in the forms

(22.T.) "R
■hen S

' T

and
’<

~ ’R. ~ ° '

are eliminated from equations (22.6.) and
3

1

(22*7.), with the help of the first equation of (22.5.), a linear
relation with constant coefficients is found to exist between the
curvature and torsion of ©, and this results in the desired conclusion
that © is a Bertrand curve.

25.
word

If in theorem 22 the word*tangents1 is replaced by the

t

binormalst, the theorem still holds.

She proof parallels the

proof of theorem 22.

24» iheorem (&. Xat3*> s

necessary .and sufficient condition

that two curves.© and ©, Jbe conjugate Bertrand curves Is that»

(i) the .principal joaniils jsf J# Are -contained In the corr¬
esponding.osculating planes of _©,
(it) ths corresponding .peculating jianea..,ara

1. îôhoku Mathematical Journal, 192^-1924, pp. 157-158

si A .constant

angle,
(ill) the distance between corresponding tangents is constant.

Condition (i) is equivalent to saying that both the principal
normal and the line

PP are contained in the osculating plane at P, where

P and P are corresponding points and hence this condition may be
represented by the equations,

( (3 I Tf ) ■=. o,
~7C I'S' ) = o,

( -X —

while the second condition is equivalent to the equation,

(24.2.)

(tl r) -

where c is a constant.

0j

It will be assumed that the torsion of each

of the curves is not equal to zero identically since then the theorem
is obviously true.
Differentiating equation (24.2.) with respect to s and using
the ITenet-Serret formulas and the first formula of (24,1.) leads to
the conclusion that

(24.5.)

(

'IT

I

p )

*c_ 0 .

She above equation implies that

f> - s-T
and hence the principal normal at
which passes through P •

& is perpendicular to the tangent

Ihus condition (lii) may be written in

-
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the forms

(24.4.)

J\-X

- TC )

- S

where k is a constant, and when this equation is differentiated with
respect to a, and the Frenet-Serret formulas are employed, it is found
that

(24.5.)

I T(

-

1C)

-

3his equation shows that the line PP

O.

is perpendicular to the tangent

at P, and hence the principal normals at P and P coincide.
completes the proof of the sufficincy of the conditions.

This
The necessity

of the conditions is immediate,

25,

Use properties of Bertrand curves which have been considered

in the preceding sections were developed, for the most part, during the
latter half of the nineteenth century.

Since that time, as may be

seen by referring to -the bibliography, the study of Bertrand curves has
been pursued in widely divergent directions.

Not only have other

properties of Bertrand curves been found, but they hare been generalized
and they have been studied with reference to n-dimensional Euclidean
space,

projective space, Riemannian space, elliptic space, and Euclidean

plane space.

Of this material, only certain theorems of T, Takasu

will be considered in the concluding sections of this thesis.

-

26. Theorem (T. Takaeu)î
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If a straight line. £, is fixed

with regard to the moving trihedral of a curve. £, and if

ie

everywhere the binormal of another curve.0. which is the locus of
a fixed point, P, on

then £ is a Bertrand curve.

Let the direction cosines of Jl with respect to the moving
trihedral of 0 be^^^^and let its direction cosines relative to
the fixed coordinate axes be £

Then, the following relation

holds between these direction cosines:

(26*1.) ~ o4. +■

^ '5T

Denote by Q:(cp 0, c^) the coordinates with respect to the
moving trihedral of 0 of the point in which
plane of the trihedral.
the equation of 0

jl cuts

the rectifying

It may be shown by means of projections that

is

(26.2.) - 71 -f-C,o4 tc3yi-p-y
there x:( x^, Xg, x^) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point on ©,
and where p is equal to the directed distance PQ.
Differentiating equation (26.2.) with respect to e, the
arc length of ©, and making use of the Frenet-Serret formulas, it is
found that
(26.5.)

5T

. 5^

-=L

©<

-i-

Ct_jL

4-

C3A +

? JL

. 5; .

T
1. Science Reports of the Tohoku Imperial University, 1925-1924, pp.121-122.

Multiplication of (26,5.) by

(26.4.)

If

results in the linear relation:

+•

5

R

and the proof of the theorem is complete

27» Two theorems may be obtained from theorem 26 by replacing
the word binormal by either the words ’principal normal' or by the
words 'normal fixed with regard to the moving trihedral of C* .
theorems may be established by substituting
instance, and in the second replacing

~f

^ for 7T

by/tf^”+A'S'

These

in the first

where (.0,^,A}

are the direction cosines of j£,relative to the moving trihedral of C.

28. Theorem (T. Takasu)t Given a Bertrand curve, C, an Infinitude
of straight lines may be determined which are fixed relative to the
moving trihedral of £ and such that each line is everywhere the binormal
of the curve which is the locus of a fixed point upon that line.

iTlJ
Comparison of equations (5.1.) and (26.4.)’M;he method of
proof of theorem 26

show that any line, which cuts the rectifying

plane of the moving trihedral of

C

in a point of the line in that

plane whose inclination to the binormal is equal to

0 y and

whose direction

cosines have the property that the ratio of the second to the first is
equal to - r, has the desired property.
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